
■ Home Electricity Conservation Checksheet

Please use this sheet to mark off the ways you conserve energy at home. Your efforts to reduce your
electricity consumption by at least 10% are appreciated.

Task
Savings ＊

(Efficiency)
Checkbox

Air conditioner ※ Please be careful of heatstroke this summer and take your health into consideration
when deciding whether or not to use air conditioning.

Set your air conditioner to 28°C (savings assume this is 2°C higher than
normal).

１０％ □

Use blinds or screens to soften the intensity of light coming in your
house (lowers your cooling bill).

１０％ □

When possible, use fans instead of air conditioning. 5０％ □

★ Refrigerator ※ Please watch for food spoilage.

Lower the temperature of your refrigerator to medium, reduce the
length of time the door is open, and do not overstuff with food.

２％ □

Television

Place your TV in power saving mode, reduce the screen brightness, and
turn off the power when not in use (savings assume TV is in power saving
mode and is used 33% less).

２％ □

Lighting

Turn off unnecessary lighting. ５％ □

★Electric Washlet

Disable the water warming function and enable the auto-off timer if
these functions are available.
If these functions are unavailable, unplug the washlet when not in use.

< 1% □

Rice Cooker

Use the timer to cook the day’s rice early in the morning and store it in
the refrigerator/freezer until mealtime.

２％ □

★Standby Mode (Electronics)

Turn off electronics using the power switch instead of by remote control.
Unplug electronics that are not used regularly.

２％ □

Total ％

Even if your home is unoccupied during the day, we appreciate your

cooperation with items marked with a ★.

＊ Savings are with respect to the peak daytime energy usage (1,200W) of an occupied home (estimates by theAgency
for Natural Resources and Energy).

＊ Savings figures are only estimates and may differ from actual savings.
Reference: Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry’s “Summer Energy Conservation Menu (Home Edition)”, May 2012

■ If demand approaches supply…

Even if everyone works together to reduce their electricity consumption, power service interruptions
are still a possibility. If electric demand exceeds 97% of the available supply we will make an urgent
appeal for energy conservation via TV, radio, and other electronic methods.To prevent a total loss of
power, please make every effort to turn off your TV, computer, lights, etc., at that time.

Please visit the Kansai Electric Power Company’s homepage for daily electricity forecasts, energy saving tips,
information about KEPCO’s trial awards program for consumers who reduce their electric consumption, and to learn
about how you can save money by shifting your use of electronics to non-peak demand hours.

KEPCO Homepage: http://www.kepco.co.jp/
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